
 
 
YOU LIVE IN A BLOCK OF FLATS. EACH OF YOUR NEIGHBOURS, ABOVE, 
BELOW, AND ON EITHER SIDE OF YOU IS SOMETHING OF A NUISANCE AND 
MAKES LIFE UNPLEASANT FOR YOU IN A DIFFERENT WAY. DESCRIBE THE 
PEOPLE INVOLVED AND VARIOUS WAYS IN WHICH THEY ANNOY YOU. 
 
 
   A smutty block of flats. 
   Myself as the centre figure of this narrative. 
   Above, a rock group whose elements were all travesties. 
   On the left, a beautiful "lady" whose whereabouts after 10 o'clock PM were a utter mystery. 
   On the right, a suspicious character, mixture of Humphrey Bogart and Paul Muni. 
   Below, a nasty old bat, who kept all sorts of filth in her flat. 
    To give the final touch to this picture I must add to this gallery of characters the landlady, 
who lived on the 1st floor and was (the past tense is not used idly in this situation as you'll see 
later on) a really nasty piece of goods herself (nag-nag as she was known in the 
neighbourhood). 
    With characters as the ones I've just mentioned above it's quite easy to write more than 350 
words, and that is what I propose myself to do in the next few lines. 
     First, the block of flats ( yes, the smutty one). It's situated in the old part of Lisbon, and its 
surroundings may be classified as "good" ( in terms of delinquency), namely whorehouses, bars 
where my friends from the commandos' task force  wouldn't go in, and a lot more. I once saw a 
man being stabbed to death on the corner of the block of flats and, of course, there wasn't a 
bobby in sight! Not even a scream was uttered by the lookers-on, who after a moment of 
indifference just kept going his or her way. 
     As to myself I'm just a hard working fellow trying to be out of jail most of the time. 
Unfortunately life is harder nowadays. Even the business of "purse snatching" is getting more 
difficult every day. The last time I tried to snatch a purse from an old bat I got clobbered on the 
head. These are the hardships that we hard working thieves have to suffer. But as my old man 
would say "When the going gets tough, the tough gets going." One just has to make do. 
     Now to the description of my fellow dwellers. The rock group was really a weird lot. I 
believe they were all travesties but I'm not dead sure because, after all, travesties was not really 
my area of expertise. They were an utter pain in the neck because they usually practised drum-
banging after 10 o'clock in the evenings, which as you may well imagine was absolute hell. The 
only time I dared to say anything about it I was almost beaten to death ( as I found out  later on 
the so-called travesties were in fact longshoremen in disguise!). 
     About the bloke who lived on the right of me there isn't much to be said. Even during 
summer season he always wore a raincoat ( if you don't call that suspicious, what do you call it 
?). His comings and goings were very strange and erratic indeed. Sometimes he would leave his 
flat at midnight and would only come home well after sunrise. We all suspected that he was in 
the big league of the thieves' guild. What bothered me the most  was the fact that he never 
invited me to take part in his racket along with his buddies who usually hang out with him. 
     On the left the dolled-up dame, who seemed to "work" even on weekends! What a strange 
bunch she hang out with. Her flat was quite a nest of strange going-ons, with a lot of VIPs 
coming and going at odd hours. There were a lot of whipping and flagging  going about I can 
assure you! 
     As to the old  geezer who abode below my flat, she was quite a character. She accumulated 
all sorts of rubbish  and other bits and pieces. You could smell it a mile away. I believe that she 
even shared the flat with rats and other two-legged mammals (and not the other way around) 
which habitually inhabit the sewers. 
     As this is a fairy story and not a film noir (gotcha!) I might add  that this story ends up by my 
marrying the landlady, whom I discovered having a tidy little nest-egg of five hundred thousand 
contos  neatly tucked away under the mattress. Of course, I married her on account of her 
money and, also, because she was a good woman where sowing buttons on and darning socks 



were concerned. Unfortunately, my beloved spouse passed on right after ours being married, 
which was a great shock to my sensitive nature. Needless to say, I kicked out all the riffraff 
from my building and now I only accept tenants of the highest calibre, that is, with ready cash. 
     I'm no longer a small-time thief. I've moved on in life. 
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